Using Card Sorting Technique to Classify Requirements Change
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Abstract

Requirements Volatility is considered to be a major source of risk to the management of large and complex software projects. The ability to characterise the nature and origins of requirements change during software development is important and can lead organisations towards more effective management of changing requirements.

This paper focuses on a study to establish how practitioners classify requirements change requests. We used the Card Sorting method to identify categories of change requests that software developers use in practice. Card sorting is a knowledge elicitation method that is commonly used for capturing information about different ways of representing domain knowledge. This study has allowed us to get valuable insights into the way practitioners classify change requests and to understand their perspectives on classification. This classification is a valuable source of information in prioritizing change requests and assessing their impact. Our findings from the card sorting exercise further reveal that the criteria used for categorization are related to the role the practitioner plays in the software development team and the nature and extent of their responsibilities.
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1. Introduction

It is clearly established in the extant literature that requirements change while systems/software is being developed. These changes are often brought about by aggressive market competition and rapidly changing technology. Changing requirements have been recognised as a difficult problem for most large and complex software projects [1, 2, 3]. Software engineering researchers in the past have focused on identifying more effective strategies and methods for handling changing requirements.

Managing requirements change is one of the key process areas that organisations with low maturity level have to focus on when engaged in improving their software processes. Identifying and characterising the nature of requirements changes could lead to more effective management of changing requirements [3, 4].

While previous research has focused on managing and classifying requirements change, investigations of how software developers classify such changes are lacking. The work described in this paper aims to investigate the way practitioners classify requirements change requests.

In this paper we present the card-sorting technique as an effective method for classifying requirements change. The objective of this method is to gain insights into the ways that practitioners categorise change requests, and to identify their perspectives on classification. This classification is a valuable source of information in prioritizing change requests and assessing their impact. Our findings from the card sorting exercise further reveal that the criteria used for categorization are related to the role the practitioner plays in the software development team and the nature and extent of their responsibilities.

The main contributions of this study are: (a) the method (based on card sorting technique) that we used to construct the classification of requirements change, (b) the elicitation of the categories that software developers use in practice when classifying change requests. The method is described in sufficient details to make it repeatable by researchers and practitioners alike. The results of this exercise further informed us of practitioners’ thoughts about the value of the classification itself.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes previous studies related to the classification of requirements change. Section 3 discusses the card
sorting method used in our case study. Section 4 presents the results of card sorting exercise. Section 5 discusses some issues associated with the classification of changes and the use of the card sorting method. Finally we end this paper with conclusions and recommendations for future work.

2. Requirements Change Classification

Classifying requirements changes has been identified as one of the ways to improve practitioners’ understanding of the nature of these changes [3, 4]. Harker and Eason [3] distinguish between stable and volatile requirements. They classify volatile requirements into five categories such as emergent, consequential, mutable, adaptive, and migration requirements. These volatile types of requirements are mostly driven by changes in user needs, environmental factors, technology, developers’ knowledge, and policies. Categorizing changes will help software developers analyse each type of change according to its origin and assess its impact on software development product and process.

Lam and Shankharaman [4] adopted a process improvement approach in developing a framework to manage changing requirements during software development. They define ‘classifying change’ as one of the five best practices in managing change. The classification they propose is domain-specific change (i.e. Screen change, Report change, and Data change). Other classifications of requirements changes have been defined in the literature both during software development and maintenance [5, 6].

The classifications described in most of the previous studies are in the form of high-level abstraction of changes, except for the classification by Lam and Shankharaman [4], which is more specific and domain oriented. The classifications defined by other researchers [3, 5, 6] are very useful when information about the nature of changes (such as reasons for change and its origin) are included in the change request forms. However, problems arise if this kind of information is not available or only partly recorded in the change request forms [7].

Managing requirements change is a multifaceted problem. The solution may be to consider adopting a more multidimensional approach. For example, Harker and Eason [3] suggest that we should consider the nature of changes, the characteristics of the participants, and design context as these are all important factors in the strategy for managing requirements change.

While the classification of requirements change has been identified in many studies, these efforts have not investigated how software engineering practitioners would classify changes. The work described in this paper intends to establish the ways practitioners classify requirements changes. Gaining insights into the ways practitioners classify requirements change will help us to understand the multifaceted nature of the problem.

3. Research Approach

In our previous work [7, 8, 9, 10], we have analysed the various aspects of requirements volatility during software development. In a recent study [7], we have conducted an industrial case study on requirements volatility. Using historical information from a change request database we investigated several important dimensions of requirements change, such as the rate of change requests, the rationale/reason of the proposed requirement changes, the types of requirements change (i.e. addition, deletion, and modification), and the source/origin of requested change. Based on this information we developed a preliminary classification of requirements change [7].

During this preliminary analysis we discovered that most of the change requests that were used by the organisation in this case study had little information about the reason for change and had inadequate information to analyse the importance of the change to be made. To overcome the limitation of insufficient change request data and in order to triangulate our findings, we used the Card Sorting method to capture and elicitate practitioners’ perspectives. Furthermore, the practitioners’ perspectives are used as a method of validating our preliminary classification.

3.1. The Card Sorting Method

Card Sorting is an established method for knowledge elicitation [11] and has been widely used in various fields such as Psychology, Knowledge Engineering, Software Engineering, and Web Site Design. In the field of Requirements Engineering, card sorting is described as the most effective method for eliciting requirements engineering problem domains [12].

Card sorts typically consist of the researcher creating approximately 60 index cards (3”x5”), on which a description of domain entities is printed. Respondents sort the cards into groups/categories and explain the criteria they use for sorting, and the names they assign to groups [13, 14, 15].

It has been demonstrated that card sorts have many positive aspects that make them a useful elicitation tool. First, card sorts can be used to investigate respondent’s recall knowledge of the domain entity [16]. Second, card sorts are a useful technique to
distinguish between high and low level problems [11]. Third, card sorts offer more insights into the target population’s views of the topic [17]. Fourth, card sort results can provide an input for another technique and further analysis [15]. The results can also be used as input to a hierarchy or further classification (e.g. information architectures for web sites) [17]. Finally, the card sorting process can be done relatively quickly, at nominal cost, and is flexible and easy for the researcher to handle [17, 18].

In general, most researchers have suggested that the Card-sorting method is an excellent approach to help develop classifications and that it delivers the classification that people actually use. The following section describes our card sorting approach in an industrial setting.

### 3.2. Setting and Participants

The Card Sorting exercise was conducted at the Global Development System (hereafter GDS\(^1\)) organisation located in Sydney, Australia. GDS is an engineering lab that develops product line software. The software produced is characterized by the delivery of a series of releases. Each release is around 8000KLOC, development time between 12-18 months, with approximately 180 full time developers involved. The product is an enterprise software application, of which customers are themselves developers using the system for developing software. Requirements for new releases are requests for enhancements to the product and they are gathered from multiple sources:

- Market needs (representing current customers needs and market directions representing potential for future customers)
- Product strategy requirements (representing technology and engineering direction of the product in line with the organizational strategy)

At GDS, key stakeholder groups are scattered across several continents. The product strategy is directed from the US, where the Product and Program Management group is located across four sites. The development group is located in three Australian and one New Zealand sites, and customers are grouped in five large market segments across five continents. In addressing the geographical distribution of customers worldwide, the organization maintains on-site field support centres, to provide services to the diverse market segments.

\(^1\) The company and product names are fictitious to preserve confidentiality

For the card sorting exercise, we obtained GDS management permission to involve their software engineers and management in our card sorting exercise. Management then selected 12 out of 20 senior software engineers in the organisation. The management sent a notification letter to all selected participants requesting their contribution to the study. We contacted all the engineers to introduce our study goals, and sought their commitment to the project. Only two engineers could not participate. The 10 participants involved in this study represented a number of the organisation functional areas such as senior management, project management, engineering management, systems architect, and technical leads. These participants agreed to take part in the Card Sorting exercises, which were scheduled during a one-week period and the time slot for each participant was arranged according to the participant’s availability.

### 3.3. Card Sorting Materials

Before the actual card sorting commenced, lists of candidate entities were prepared (i.e. requirements change problems and issues). These were extracted from the company’s change request database. This preparation stage was the most challenging and time consuming. A brief description of each change request was extracted from change request forms.

As a result, we produced a set of 52 cards, each with a brief descriptions of requirements changes. The descriptions include the type of changes, the rationale or reasons for a requested change, and change activities involved. The description of each item was printed on a 3” x 5” card. All the cards are the same size and are numbered with a unique number (random numbers) for recording the results after each session.

### 3.4. Card Sorting Procedures

The researcher coordinating the card sort activity conducted a one-on-one session with each participant. Since the practitioners have very limited time available within their daily tight schedule, this exercise involved only ‘single-criterion sorts’, (i.e. sorting the same set of cards, using a single criterion).

The card sorting proceeded in the following five steps:

1. At the beginning of the exercise, a brief explanation of the sorting exercise, and verbal instructions were given to the participant. The main purpose of the sorting was to classify the change requests related to changing requirements.
2. The participant was given the cards. Before the sort began, the participant was given time to read...
through all the cards to familiarise himself with the contents of cards,

3) The participant was instructed to sort the cards into groups of similarity according to his own criteria. The cards were placed on the table and arranged into groups or piles. The participant was free to form as many groups of cards as they felt necessary.

4) After the sorting was completed, the participants’ chosen criteria and categories were recorded. The unique numbers of each card are used to record which cards were placed in which categories. The participants were also given a pad of blank Post-It stickers to write a label or the name of each of the categories. An example of participant’s set of cards is illustrated in Figure 1.

5) At the end of the sorting session, a simple questionnaire (see Appendix) was administered to obtain further information about the participants and their views on classification and the Card sorting method. The interview was recorded on audiotape and transcribed.

4. Results

All the participants completed the entire process. Each session took on average 40 minutes, though some took 60 minutes. The average number of categories given by each participant was 6.6 with the minimum number of categories 4 and the maximum number was 10.

4.1. Criteria and Categories Used

The criteria used by the practitioners in the card sorting sessions include: reasons for changing requirements, general changes, schedule impacted, and the magnitude of effort involved. As illustrated in Figure 2 the most common criterion used by the participants (60%) was ‘Reason for changing requirements’. This is not surprising since the entities are related to the issues of changing requirements.

![Figure 1. Participant’s set of cards after sorting](image)

![Figure 2. Card Sorting Criteria](image)
Figure 3. The distribution of categories by sorting criteria for all participants

(Note: SM=senior manager, PM=project manager, EM=Engineering manager, and Dev=Developer)

After verbatim and gist agreement has been analysed, the similarities between respondents’ criteria and categories can be identified. There are two examples of verbatim agreement for criteria in this finding: ‘General changes’ and ‘Reason for changing requirements’.

The following is the results of our analysis on the participants’ categories within the criteria involved in the card sorts.

First, we have two participants who used two different criteria in the card sorts, e.g. ‘the magnitude of effort involved’ and ‘schedule impacted’. These participants produced completely different categories. The first participant grouped the cards into four categories based on ‘the magnitude of effort involved’. The four categories of requirements change requests include High Effort (for functionality changes in known complex area), Medium Effort (for requirements changes that have reasonable impact on effort), Low Effort (for minor changes to requirements or functionality), and No Effort (for rework/rewording requirements). This participant whose role is Developer (System Architect) was mostly concerned about the effort required to implement the change.

The second participant whose role is a Project Manager had categorised the cards into five categories based on ‘schedule impacted’ criterion. His categories are:

- New requirements with high impact on schedule,
- New requirements with low impact on schedule,
- Modified requirements with significant impact on schedule,
- Modified requirements with no impact on schedule,
- Removal requirements that have no impact on schedule (i.e. less work).

This participant was mostly concerned about the impact of adding new requirements or modifying existing requirements on project schedule.

Second, the first verbatim agreement for criteria in this finding is ‘General changes’. Two participants used this criterion when they sorted the cards. We found very little overlap among the categories identified by these participants. The overlapping categories were: addition of new requirements, drop/removal and modification of existing requirements for clarification purposes, and functionality upgrade. It is interesting to note that these two participants have the same role as Engineering Manager in this organisation.

Table 1. List of constructs based on common categories within participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List of Superordinate Constructs</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product Strategy, changes to media packaging/ licensing/ branding</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware/Software Environment changes</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope reduction, due to technical reasons and lack of resources</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovered Requirements as results of design improvement</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing requirements</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification changes, related to rewording requirements text, redundant requirements, and resolving interdependencies</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testability, changes that triggered by test scenario changes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality enhancement/upgrade</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the second verbatim agreement for criteria is ‘Reasons for changes’ that were used by the remaining six participants. The numbers of categories were drawn from the cards varied significantly (see
Figure 3). The verbatim and gist agreements for categories were identified and grouped together into a superordinate construct (a higher abstraction level). Then, each superordinate construct was given a name that represents the identified grouped categories. Table 1 lists the superordinate constructs based on common categories generated by all participants.

The common categories or constructs listed in Table 1 represent a substantial part of the participants’ categories for criteria ‘reasons for changes’. These categories will serve as additional information to refine our preliminary classification of requirements changes developed in the previous study [7].

From the card sorting findings we identified some categories that do not belong to any group or construct because they are completely different to each other. These categories are bug fix, architectural incompleteness, changing requirements attributes, wrong requirements. However, we believe these categories are as important as the others and are potential categories requiring further investigation.

4.2. Participant Feedback

At the end of each card sorting session, the participant was asked to give his opinion about the requirements change classification and card sorting technique.

The majority of participants responded very positively to the card sorting exercise. They viewed the card sorts as a good method to sort out change requests quickly. The following comments reflect their positive reaction:

“…It is good and forces you to make decision”
“…It not only forces you to make decision, it also gives you an ability to make decision”
“It is useful technique because you can separate or sort them (change requests) easily”.

Another participant explained that the card sorting is useful “for me to start thinking about categories”. He continued to say “It forces me to put cards into some sort of categories that you never thought before”.

Regarding the classification of change requests that reflected changing requirements, the majority of participants thought that the change classification may provide substantial benefits in improving their current change process and in the way they analyse changes. The following lists some of the benefits of change classification according to the participants of this study:

1. Classifying change requests could be used as a means of controlling and managing changes.
2. It can help in assessing the impact of requirements changes in a reliable way.
3. It can promote a common understanding within the software development team of what the changes actually mean.
4. It can be used to identify risk associated with each change request or the group of changes.
5. It can help in determining the change acceptability (i.e. reject or approve changes), hence supporting crucial decision making throughout software development lifecycle.
6. The requirements change categories and the subsequent constructs could be used to develop a multi dimensional matrix of all change requests. The particularly useful dimensions for more effective decision making are schedule, effort and reasons for changes. The matrix could be populated with all the change requests after categorisation has been performed. For example, when project managers need to prioritise the change requests for implementation purposes, they can consult the matrix to identify the effort, schedule and the reasons for each change request for their assessment.

5. Discussion

The use of the Card Sorting exercise was found to be a very effective method for exploring the practitioner’s view of requirements change problems. Although this Card Sorting exercise has never been conducted in GDS and the software development team had never really had to think about change classifications previously, it received a good response from the practitioners who were involved in the sorting exercise. They found the technique easy to use and felt that it encouraged them to start thinking about change classification.

The most important issue for effective Card Sorting is that the participants and the researcher should sufficiently understand the domain entities [12]. In this study, the participants were familiar with and understood the domain entities being elicited (i.e. requirements change requests). Furthermore, the researchers’ understanding of the requirements change has improved considerably through the long-term case study at the GDS.

Software developers at GDS involved in the cards sorting sessions exhibited a broad range of knowledge about the issues/problems related to changing requirements. During our Card Sorting sessions, we noted that each participant viewed the change problems, which are expressed in the change request forms, differently. For instance, the project manager was mostly concerned about the types of change that have impact on project schedule. Other participants
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When we conducted the interview after each card sorting session, we found that most participants had a positive reaction to the idea of requirements change classification. Our results reveal that the majority of the participants believed that the classification might help them in analysing requested change to requirements more effectively in terms of effort estimation and assessing the impact of changes on schedule. In addition, the classification will assist in prioritising change requests. This is because currently they tend to treat all change requests equally whereas in fact some change requests are more important than others in terms of impact, cost and effort required to implement them.

Although the classification of requirements change described in this study emerged from professionals of one organisation who develops a specific type of software, many categories are generic and indicative of categories in use within other organisations. We encourage organisations to identify and validate their own classification according to their need. In other words, the classification developed should be meaningful to the organisation.

Finally, the results of this card sort exercise have significantly benefited our long term study of requirements volatility and will be a valuable source of information for the practitioners at GDS to improve their change management process.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented the use of the card sorting technique to classify requirements changes (change requests) in an industrial setting. The main contributions of this study are twofold. Firstly, the analysis of card sorting results has led us to get insights into the ways practitioners categorise change requests and obtain more information about their classification. Secondly, the Card Sorting method for eliciting knowledge of practitioners in classifying requirements changes has been very useful. This method was described in detail and therefore could potentially be used by other researchers and software practitioners in their own environment to identify and classify requirements changes.

This study represents a preliminary investigation to identify practitioners’ classifications of change requests. There are two limitations to this study. First, we have adopted a single-case study methodology. Future work will be undertaken to establish the effectiveness of the card sort to identify practitioners’ classifications of requirements change in other companies. Secondly, our preliminary findings and feedback from respondents indicate that there are many potential benefits in developing a classification of requirements change. These benefits are yet to be realised. Subsequent stages of this work will investigate the extent of these benefits in practice.

This study is the second phase in a long-term investigation of the phenomenon of requirements volatility and is one of a number of longitudinal
investigations currently being undertaken. It helps to set the scene for future stages of this research project. The findings of this case study have provided valuable insight about the practitioners’ classification of requirements changes. The next stage of the research involves refining the classification of requirements changes by incorporating the results from these card sorts. This will allow us to develop a set of strategies to manage the impacts of requirements volatility during software development life cycle and will enable us to identify and manage risks associated with requirements volatility.
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Appendix

Questionnaire on Card Sorting and Classification
A. Your Role
1. General Information.
   Name:
   Position:
   Date:
1. How many years have you acted in this role?
2. How many years have you been working in the software development industry?

B. Classification of Changes
1. What benefits might a classification of requirements change request provide?
2. Do you think the classification of changes will be useful to you?
3. Do you have any suggestions in developing the classification of changes?

C. Card Sorting Method
1. What do you think of this Card sorting method in gathering information?
2. Do you have any other suggestions to improve this method?